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Chinese investors whistle Dixie
By SUSAN MITTLEMAN
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Pittsburgh and
China team up
for new tech
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And according to the London-based
World Nuclear Association (WNA), the
industry is now experiencing a revival.
The WNA said that 30 reactors are
being built around the world today,
with some 90 to come online in the
next 10 years.
A large part of the reason for the
current “global build-out of plants” is
that nuclear power generation does
not emit greenhouse gases, said John
Keeley, spokesman for the Nuclear
Energy Institute in Washington, D.C.
There are 104 nuclear reactors
operating in the world, he said. In
the US, nuclear power accounts for
only about 20 percent of power
generation.
But the US is falling behind China
in joining the trend of new plant
construction. The first American
plants to join the “new wave” of
nuclear power generation won’t go
online until about 2015.

ATLANTA: Touting itself as the “Economic Engine of the Southeast,” Atlanta has been moving at high speed
in its efforts to create long-lasting
business relationships with China.
For the past three years, city and
state officials, along with business
and community leaders, have made
numerous trips to China, exploring
opportunities in the Middle Kingdom
and hosting delegations here. And in
April 2008, the state opened an office
in Beijing.
“Our purpose is to sell the state of
Georgia as a gateway to (the) Americas,” said Ken Stewart, Georgia’s Commissioner for Economic Development.
Apparently, the pitch is working.
Since 2006, 13 Chinese companies
have set up shop in the Atlanta area,
or are in the process of doing so. In
August, Chinamex, a business incubator group based in Beijing, announced
plans to set up its American headquarters in Atlanta, as a bridge to both US
and Latin American markets.
More than just networking, Atlanta’s civic, political and business leaders have been cultivating “guanxi,”
which are business relationships built
on personal trust.
“Our strategy is to develop relationships at different levels,” said Jorge
Fernandez, vice president of Global
Commerce with the Metro Atlanta
Chamber of Commerce.
An integral part of the Chamber’s
strategy, Fernandez said, has been
targeting not only coastal cities like
Shanghai and Beijing, but second-tier
cities as well, “because that’s where
the real development and opportuni-

ties are coming from.”
In 2006, Fernandez led the first
delegation from Atlanta, including
Mayor Shirley Franklin, to Wuhan
in central China’s Hubei Province.
Home to about 80 million people
and a wealth of industry, the area
has become a focal point for business
development, Fernandez said. “The
Chinese government has put effort
into their five-year plan, to actually
develop second-tier cities. They’ve had
a focus on particular regions inside
China, and Hubei is one of those.”
Chinamex, based in Beijing with
operations in Dubai, Amsterdam and
Manchester, England, is working with
Hubei to bring roughly 100 companies
from the region to its Atlanta headquarters by fall 2009.
“Each company will have a showroom,” said Hanson Zhang, chief
representative for Chinamex USA.
“Not just to show its products, but its
manufacturing ability, its brand and
technology, to comprehensively show
its capabilities.”
The firm’s “showroom” or “incubator” business model will serve as a
kind of portal for Chinese companies
investing abroad. It keeps costs down
while introducing companies to new
markets and exploring which work
best for them.
“This is a very big treat for us,” said
Mayor Franklin at a dinner held for
Chinamex in July. “We do not take
our friendship lightly, and we intend
to meet conditions necessary for us to
have a successful and fruitful relationship for a long, long time to come.”
Atlanta has a reputation for its
Southern hospitality and warm
climate—as it is often referred to
as Hotlanta. But it’s also one of the

Celebrating three decades of
trans-Pacific business relations
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In 1999, the manufacturer opened a $40
million, 110-acre industrial park in Camden,
S.C., which now has an annual production
capacity of half a million units.
And despite the cultural incongruity
between China and the South, Camden
residents view Haier’s 350,000-square-foot
plant as a source of community pride, supplying well-paying jobs at a time when the
state’s jobless rate is among the highest in
the nation.
“The very best advice is to do your homework about the US market and understand
the American consumer and their preferences,” said Michael Jemal, chairman of the
board for Haier America.
“To really create long term success, you
will have to provide excellent quality and
value, and offer excellent customer service
… I like to consider Haier America as one
company that changes the way American
consumers view ‘Made in China.’”
Mixed signals

While Haier and COSCO have achieved
success, many Chinese firms have had a difficult time investing in America—particularly
those in the energy and high-tech sectors.
A low point in trade relations came in
2005 when China National Offshore Oil
Corporation (CNOOC) made a $67 per share
bid for US-based oil company Unocal— $1.5
billion more than the next highest offer
from American oil firm Chevron.
Despite the fact that the takeover did not
raise any realistic security concerns, several
members of the US Congress bristled at the
idea of a Chinese government-backed firm
owning a US oil company and raised a public outcry that ultimately derailed the bid.
America’s knee-jerk reaction to the deal
was taken by many Chinese businessmen
as a sign that they should stay out of the
US, a sentiment that was reinforced two
years later when Shenzhen-based telecommunication equipment maker Huawei
Technologies tried to take over US-based
tech firm 3Com.
Because of some public reaction, and due
to fears of a national security threat raised
by the Committee on Foreign Investment in
the United States (CFIUS), Huawei ‘s takeover bid was thwarted.
“I think many Chinese miscalculate based

on the Unocal bid thinking that the US
market is simply hostile,” said Kenneth
Lieberthal, a senior fellow at the Brookings
Institute in Washington, D.C.
“There are not only many US firms, but also
government officials who would welcome
high quality Chinese investment in the US.”
Lieberthal defines high quality investing as investments that achieve success by
building on existing assets. He also adds
that Chinese companies need to take into
account public relations issues when investing in the US.
“It requires some work with local governments, and media, and local society to be
sure that you are portraying yourself accurately as a high quality investor,” he said.
“Many Chinese firms don’t lend themselves
easily to communicating those dimensions
or those efforts.”
Looking ahead

Although the difference between the
US-China relationship of today compared
to 30 years ago is night and day, even more
changes may occur as it grows over the next
30 years.
“The US has changed and has become
more open-minded to the ideal of Chinese
investment than it was just four or five years
ago,” said Lieberthal. “I see the potential
for investment by Chinese firms in the US
to create a lot of positive experience on
both sides.”
But more change is also needed on both
sides, said Lardy. “There are optimistic signs
that this will happen,” he said, “but Americans have to quit living beyond their means
and save a little bit. And China needs to
make changes that will reduce household
savings and business savings.”
Nevertheless, Lardy said that he remains
optimistic about the direction of the USChina relationship, and where it will lead
over the next generation.
“I think that with good political leadership on both sides, they both can build on
the relationship of the past 30 years,” he
said.
“China is increasingly important to US
companies. Over the next 30 years, we
will see more trade, but also an increase in
capital from more of portfolio investment
and other kinds of capital.”

fastest-growing cities in America,
with the fourth-largest concentration of Fortune 500 companies in the
country. “If Atlanta was a country, in
terms of GDP, it would be the 31st
economy,” said Fernandez.
Home to Harstfield-Jackson International Airport, the busiest airport
in the world, Atlanta boasts that it is
just “two hours by plane or two days
by truck” to 80 percent of American
markets east of the Mississippi River.

Our purpose is to sell the state
of Georgia as a gateway to
(the) Americas.
Ken Stewart
Georgia’s Commissioner for Economic
Development

More than just a transportation
hub, Atlanta also has communication
and technology industries, and firstrate research centers and universities.
Other selling points are the low
cost of doing business in Atlanta and
its high quality of living. Perhaps this
is why six Chinese companies are
now located in Gwinnett County,
including Hisense Co., one of China’s
biggest home appliance and electronics manufacturers. Hisense USA
Corp. recently announced plans to
expand its operations here with a
6,000-square-foot showroom and
research and development center.
In 2007, Gwinnett launched alongterm business strategy to build solid
foundations with Chinese businesses.
This August, the county signed a
memorandum of understanding with
officials in Wuxi to set up headquarters for Wuxi companies to sell their

products. According to Nick Massino,
vice president of economic development for the Gwinnett Chamber of
Commerce, Gwinnett’s approach allows businesses to report directly to
the Wuxi government, rather than to
another firm.
In addition, Massino said the county is looking into creating a tax-free or
tax-reduced business zone, eliminating export taxes out of China.
Yet as eager as economic leaders
like Massino are to attract investment
from China, there have been bumps
along the way. On Aug. 13, Global
Atlanta reported that Sany Heavy
Industry, a Chinese heavy construction equipment manufacturer that
announced plans to invest in 2007,
had postponed construction of a $30
million plant in suburban Peachtree
City. Additionally, after China-based
General Protecht Group annouced
plans for an assembly and distribution
facility for electrical products in Barnesville two years ago, the 200-acre
plot remains bare.
“The biggest challenge ... is learning how to take a successful business
plan in a home country and then
translate that for the US market,”
Fernandez said. “What does it take
to be successful in the US market?
That’s the number one challenge that
Chinese companies face.”
Nonetheless, Atlanta leaders remain confident they have built a
strong coalition with China.
“It’s like the difference between
going to a function by yourself, or going with a friend,” said Frank Mann,
senior director of real estate firm
Cushman & Wakefield.
“We want [Chinese firms] to feel
they have a friend.”

